Learn how steel companies employ all majors. Meet company reps in an informal setting and learn what it’s like for them working in the steel industry.

10 - 2 p.m. Join us under the CareerFEST tent for networking opportunities, lunch and more!
11:30 a.m. Blacksmith demonstration begins. Watch and possibly take part in the blacksmith demo.

6 - 8 p.m. MUB Ballroom A: Learn How Steel is Made Demo. This fun, interactive event keeps you moving with absolutely no powerpoints. Move from station to station to learn what it takes to make steel. Sessions start every 10 minutes, win prizes for participation.

6 - 8 p.m. MUB Ballroom B: Network with company reps while waiting for the Learn How Steel is Made Demo. Speak with company reps to learn how your major can work in the steel industry.